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Abstract 
An observer based variable sampling period phase locked loop is introduced for grid connected 

systems. The composite observer acts as an efficient estimator of the fundamental components from a 
periodic input signal rich in DC and harmonics. The observer gains are designed using pole placement 
technique, which inherently ensures the stability of this estimator. Even under drift frequency, a constant 
number of samples (512) per cycle are maintained with the help of the numerically controlled oscillator. 
This makes the oscillator gain elements in the observer a constant and eliminates the trigonometric 
computation. This phase locked loop is found to be working in a wide range of frequency 40- 70Hz. The 
performance of the proposed scheme is studied with a synthetic harmonic rich signal as well as validated 
by implementing the PLL in Cyclone IV FPGA with a real time grid voltage. 
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1. Introduction 
Accurate estimation of magnitude, phase and frequency play a key-role in interfacing  

grid connected systems such asrenewable energy integration, active power filter, uninterrupted 
power supply, dynamic voltage restorer, power quality studiesetc [1-3]. Phase Locked Loop 
(PLL) is widely used to estimate the phase information. Several PLL schemes have been 
discussed in literature for single phase systems. Three main components of PLL are phase 
detector, loop filter and voltage controlled oscillator [4]. The classification of PLL is mainly based 
on the type of phase detector used, such as stationary (product) type and synchronous (Park 
transformation) type. In stationary type phase detector the phase error is calculated as the 
product of input and the estimated quadrature component from the PLL. Here, thedouble 
frequency components will be retained in the phase error even after steady state is reached.The 
low pass filter introduced to remove the double frequency component, increases the estimation 
time of the PLL. A modified phase detector [5] designed using state variable feedback is 
discussed to remove the double frequency content without using the low pass filter.  

Synchronous reference frame PLLs using Park transformation type phase detector are 
existingin literature for single phase systems. The Park transformation helps in removing the 
double frequency content. Several schemes can be used to generate the orthogonal 
components. Delay by quarter cycle, Hilbert transformation, all pass filter, second order 
generalised integrator (SOGI), inverse Park, sliding discrete fourier transform (SDFT) and 
Kalman based PLLs are some methods discussed in literature.Delay by quarter cycle[6] fails 
when there is a drift in input signal frequency. Modified delay based methods reduces the errors 
in the estimated parameters of the PLL [7] even in presence of harmonics and drift in frequency 
condition.Hilbert transformation based methods show poor performance when there is a drift in 
frequency [6]. All pass filter [5] is adaptive to frequency drifts, but cannot be used in distorted 
condition of the input signal. Second order generalized integrator (SOGI) [8, 9] PLL and inverse 
Park PLL methods are also adaptive to frequency changes [10, 11].The performance of these 
two methods are equivalent to each other [10]. In [12] SDFT act as a pre-filter for DC and 
harmonics of the input signal. Kalman based PLL [13] is also used to eliminate the harmonics 
ofthe input signal. Apart from the above mentioned schemes enhanced PLL (EPLL) [14] is also 
available in literature which is equivalent to SRF-PLL [15] and this method does not require 
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additional orthogonal components to be generated. When the DC offset is present in the input 
signal, a DC block is introduced in parallel with the fundamental block in [16]. For a harmonic 
rich input signal, the in-loop filter [17] and parallel arrangement of multiple EPLL [18] blocks are 
used. All the PLLs mentioned above work on constant sampling period.  

Variable sampling period based schemes like moving average filter, SDFT and 
cascaded delayed signal cancellation used as filter are presented [19-21] for distorted grid 
conditionin single phase systems. The main advantage of the variable sampling PLL is that it 
gives constant number of samples per cycle even under drift frequency. Thus, lends it suitable 
for power quality applications. In variable sampling schemes, the sampling pulses are generated 
by dividing the hardware clock [19-20], which limits the number of samples per cycle.In this 
paper, to make the PLL independent of hardware, the sampling pulses are generated through a 
standard coupled oscillator with automatic gain control [21-22]. Multiresonant filters [23], 
adaptive notch filters [24] and Kalman filter based recursive algorithm [25] are used to estimate 
the fundamental and harmonics. Composite observer based harmonics extraction discussed in 
[26] utilizes simple observer structure described using pole placement technique. These 
schemes use parallel structures for estimation of individual components.  

In this paper, a composite observer is used to estimate DC and harmonic components 
along with the fundamental components to design a PLL for harmonically distorted grid 
environment. Study of PLL using simple observer has shown that it is suitable only when the 
input signal is free from harmonics. Composite observer aids in introducing any number of 
blocks depending on the harmonic content in the input signal. Also there is another advantage 
that the speed of estimation can be adjusted by choosing the closed loop pole location. Thus, 
there is a trade off between the estimation time and the bandwidth for the chosen pole. 
Simulation study has been done for various conditions such as sudden change in amplitude, 
frequency and phase angle in presence of harmonics. This proposed scheme has 2N samples 
per cycle which enhances its suitability in any signal processing applications. This paper is 
organized as follows: section 2, proposes a variable sampling PLL for a harmonically distorted 
grid condition. In section 3, transfer function model of the scheme is deduced and validated 
through phase disturbance. Section 4, discusses the results of the proposed PLL through 
simulation and experiment. 

 
 

2. Observer Based Variable Sampling SRF-PLL 
The block diagram of the proposed variable sampling PLL is shown in Figure 1. The 

main components of this proposed PLL are the variable sampling periodcomposite observer 
used as an estimator and the sampling generator.In this scheme, discrete time composite 
observer estimates DC, in-phase and quadrature axis components of fundamental as well as 
harmonics from a harmonic rich periodic input signal. The fundamental in-phase and quadrature 
signals are transformed to direct and quadrature axis components using the Park 
transformation. The quadrature axis component is processed through a PI controller. This 
control signal (phase error) is fed after correction in to the sampling generator to produce the 
enabling pulses for the observer and a counter. The sampling generator is a numerically 
controlled oscillator (NCO) wih automatic gain control. The NCO generates a constant number 
of samples per cycle of the input signal independent of hardware clock frequency. The counter 
output is used to generate the unit sine and cosine signals for the Park transformation. The 
compositr observer and the NCO for this PLL are discussed briefly in the following subsections. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Structure of proposed Variable sampling SRF-PLL 
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2.1. Composite Observer 
 A variable sampling period composite observer estimates the in-phase and quadrature 
components of the input signal for this Park type PLL. The design of observer feedback gains is 
the same using pole placement technique in both constant sampling composite observer [26] 
and the variable sampling composite observer. Any periodic signal can be represented in 
Fourier series as the sum of integer multiples of the fundamental frequency of the input signal. 
Hence, the blocks in the composite observer are arranged in parallel to estimate the individual 
frequency components.The state space model of an observer is given by: 

(kT)x̂C(kT)ŷ

(kT))ŷL(y(kT)(kT)x̂A1)T)((kx̂


  (1) 

where, A-system matrix, L-observer feedback gain vector, C-output vector, (kT)x̂ – state vector 

and (kT)ŷ – output of the observer.The representation of the state space model and the design 

requirements for simple and composite observer is tabulated in Table I. 
 
 

Table 1. Representation of state space model and design requirements for simple and 
composite observer 
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Comparing the coefficients of the observer characteristic equation with that of the 
desired characteristic equation, the feedback gain vector L is obtained. Here ‘a’ decides the 
observer pole location in the z-plane. The structure of the composite observer is shown in 
Figure 2. The nth block of this observer is presented in Figure 3. The equal magnitude 

quadrature component is obtained by multiplying the quadrature signal with a gain
n

n
n β

1)(α
g


  .  

Let G0, G1, G2,………Gm be the transfer function of individual blocks in the composite 
observer. Hence, the transfer function of the fundamental block in case of simple and composite 

observer are 
(z)G1

(z)G

1

1


and





m

0,1,...n
n

1

)(G1

(z)G

z

respectively. The mapping of poles in z-plane for the 

composite observer and the magnitude response of the fundamental block in the composite 
observer designed for 50Hz with the pole location corresponding to ‘a’ = 0.2 and 1are shown in 
Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively. Magnitude response shows that the fundamental block in 
the parallel structure accepts fundamental frequency and rejects all other harmonic frequencies. 
Also as the poles move far interior to the unit circle the band width decreases, resulting in 
sharper tuning. 
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Figure 2. Structure of composite observer 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Structure of nth block in the composite 
observer 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Poles of composite observer in z-
plane corresponding to ‘a’ = 0.2 and 1 

 

 
 
Figure 5. Magnitude plot of the fundamental block in 

the composite observer for the pole locations 
corresponding to ‘a’ = 0.2 and 1 

 
 
2.2. Sampling Generator 

The NCO is used as the sampling generator to create enabling pulses for the composite 
observer and to generate the address bits for the look up table to produce unit sine and cosine 
signals as shown in Figure 1. The frequency of the output signal generated by the NCO is an 
integer multiple of frequency of the input signal. This property makes it suitable for variable 
sampling schemes. The structure of NCO generating sample pulses is shown in Figure 6. Here, 
NCO is derived froma standard coupled oscillator [21-22]. The state space model of the NCO 
with automatic gain control is: 
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1
where, ω 2π f andT

f
= =   

fNCO – the enabling frequency of the NCO (=5MHz), 
fo, oscillator output frequency = N.f 
f, input signal frequency, 
x1 and x2 are the state variables. 
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 When the input signal frequency is ∆ωω , the input to the oscillator or the controller ouput 
changes to ))T∆ωsin((ω ooo   so as to generate N (512) times the input signal frequency. 

Hence, 
 

))Tωsin((ωββ ooooo   (5) 

 
The variation of o∆β with respect to ∆f  is linear. From (5), it is clear that under drift in 

frequency, a correction need to be provided at the output of the controller. This correction 
factor (Kcor) [21] is calculated on the assumption that as ∆ωo  0, cos(∆ωoTo)  0, 
sin(∆ωoTo)  ∆ωoTo.   
 

ωT)(∆K∆β

))T)(cos(ω)(T
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N
ωT)((∆)T.cos(ωT∆ω∆βbecomes,(5)Hence
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From (6), correction factor is obtained as 
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T
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 (7) 

 
where, T is the sampling period. 
 The PI controller output consists of both phase and frequency information. (f+∆f) is 

deduced from the integral part of the controller as shown in Figure 6, which contains the 
frequency information. As the frequency information is a sinusoidal quantity, the frequency is 
calculated using inverse sine function.  
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(9) 

 
The first two terms of inverse sine series is considered in (9) and this calculates the frequency 
with an accuracy of ±0.02mHz for a range of 40Hz to 70Hz. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6. NCO based sample pulse generation 
 
 

3. Transfer Function Model 
This section deals with the analysis of the proposed PLL by deducing the transfer 

function model in continuous time with two different estimators-simple observer and composite 
observer. A step change in phase is given to these models and the time response of these PLLs 
is studied. Symmetrical optimum procedure [10] is used to design the controller of PLL. 
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3.1. Simple Observer as an Estimator 
The observer is modelled as a first order system with time constant 

aω

1
obs  . The 

transfer function model of the observer based variable sampling PLL is shown in Figure 7. The 
simulation study of this model is done for a time constant 

502π

1
obs 

 . Figure 8 shows the 

phase error vs time for the PLL and the transfer function model for three different values of 
phase margins such as 30, 45 and 60respectively. 
 The transfer function model is derived based on the assumption that ω is constant. 
When the step changein phase angle is given to both the transfer function model and the PLL, 
initial transient in frequency deviates from thenominal value and it is proportional to the 
controller gains. The controller gains are higher with lower phase margin (PM) and hence more 
deviation is seen in the response of the PLL compared to the model as shown in Figure 8. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Transfer function model of 
an observer based SRF-PLL 

 

 
Figure 8. Simulation results when a step change in 

phase of 40 is applied to transfer function model and 
the PLL (a) PM=30 (b) PM=45 (c) PM=60 

 
 
3.2. Composite Observer as an Estimator 

When DC and harmonic components are present along with the fundamental block, 
composite observer is approximated as a first order system having time constant given by: 
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(10) 

 
The response of the variable sampling PLL and the transfer function model 

areillustrated in Figure 9 for a phase change of 40. The controller is designed using 
symmetrical optimumprocedure. The propotional integral (PI) coefficients have been evaluated 
for different phase margins (30, 45 and 60). Here, the model closely follows the system. 
Compositeobserver based PLL gives a sluggish response compared to the simple observer 
because of the presence of DCand harmonics blocks along with the fundamental. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 9. Simulation results when a step change in phase of 40 is applied to transfer function 
model and variable sampling PLL. (a) PM=30 (b) PM=45 (c) PM=60 
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4. Results and Discussion 
The composite observer based variable sampling PLL is simulated using MATLAB 

Simulink and the results are verified experimentally by implementing the same using DSP 
Builder tool in Altera Cyclone IV FPGA. A simple observer as well as a composite observer with 
closed loop poles located at z = e−aωT in z-domain with ‘a’=1 are used as estimators in the PLL 
for a digitally synthesized harmonic rich input signal as well as for a real time grid voltage of 
slowly drifting frequency. 

 
4.1. Performance of Simple Observer Based PLL  

Initially a sinusoidal signal of magnitude unity at 50Hz is given to this PLL. At 0.2s, a DC 
offset of 10% is introduced to the sinusoidal input signal. Then at 0.3s, the input signal is 
switched suddenly to a harmonic rich signal of THD 45% having odd harmonics upto 15th at 
50Hz. Figure 10 represents simulation result of estimated Vd, drift in frequency and phase error 
of thisPLL.With a sinusoidal input signal, simple observer estimates parameters without any 
error. But for a harmonic rich input signal, ripple is seen in the estimated values, inferring that 
noise creeps into the system. The increase of filtering capability by moving poles closer to origin 
in z-plane will make the response more sluggish. Another fact is that the simple observer is 
estimating only fundamental orthogonal components and hence, for a harmonic rich input signal 
this PLL fail to estimate the parameters efficiently. This necessitates the requirement of 
estimating DC and individual harmonic components, which is possible through a composite 
observer. For the same pole location, here as the filtering capability is increased-because of the 
paralleling of simple observer blocks, modelled for all the harmonics in the input signal-the 
estimated parameters are converging to the desired value as shown in the transient responses 
under subsection 4.2. With the sinusoidal input the PLL estimates magnitude, frequency and 
phase exactly whereas with a 10% DC offset, the estimation goes oscillating about a mean 
value. When a harmonic rich signal is fed, the PLL gives more oscillatory response for 
magnitude and frequency. The DC offset has more deteriorating effect on estimation of phase 
than with harmonics for this simple observer based PLL. Here the controller gains are chosen 
as Kp= 130 and Ki=7014. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Simulation response of estimated Vd, drift in frequency and phase error when 
sinusoidal and a harmonic rich signal are applied to the simple observer based PLL 

 
 

4.2. Performance of Composite Observer Based PLL 
In the following subsections the performance of the PLL using the composite observer 

as estimator is studied by giving a step change in amplitude, frequency and phase of the input 
signal. The controller gains are chosen as Kp= 100 and Ki=3500. The experimental results are 
coincident with the simulation results. 
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4.2.1. Step Change in Amplitude 
A 40% sag in the harmonic rich input signal (odd harmonics upto 15th) is produced at 

0.2s and restored after 0.4s. Figure 11 (a) and (b) illustrates the response of the variable 
sampling PLL through simulation and experiment respectively. When the amplitude of signal is 
changed the PLL estimates the magnitude of Vdwithin a cycle, frequency overshoot is 0.25Hz 
and peak phase error is about 3.5. This estimation speed is achieved with the inclusion of DC 
as well as harmonics by the estimator.Under steady state all the parameters are confined to the 
desired value, which is clear from both the simulation and experimental results shown in Figure 
11. 

4.2.2. Step Change in Frequency 
For the same harmonic rich input signal with frequency 47.5Hz is fed to the PLL and 

suddenly changed to 52.5Hz at 0.2s and restored to 47.5Hz after 0.4s. Figure 12 (a) and (b) 
shows the input signal, direct axis voltage, drift frequency and phase error through simulation 
and experiment. These results reveal that the PLL is estimating the frequency in 2.5 cycles and 
peak phase deviation of 19.5 for +5Hz stepchange. For a step change of -5Hz the frequency is 
estimated in 3.3 cycles and the maximum phase error is about 20.5. Also a smoother transient 
can be seen in the results with step disturbance for simulation and experiment. Steady state 
values are converging to the desired values. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 11(a). Simulation response of PLL on 
estimation of Vd, drift frequency and phase 
error with 40% sag at 0.2s and reinstated at 

0.4s 

 
 

Figure 11(b). Simulation response of PLL on 
estimation of Vd, drift frequency and phase error 

with 40% sag at 0.2s and reinstated at 0.4s 

 
 

 
 

Figure 12(a). Simulation response of PLL on 
estimation of Vd, drift frequency and phase error 

for step change in frequency from 47.5Hz to 
52.5Hz at 0.2s and reinstated after 0.4s 

 
 

Figure 12(b). Simulation response of PLL on 
estimation of Vd, drift frequency and phase 

error for step change in frequency from 
47.5Hz to 52.5Hz at 0.2s and reinstated 

after 0.4s 
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The frequency of this harmonic rich signal is varied in steps of 10Hz from 40Hz to 70Hz 
and the estimated parameters are observed. Figure 13 illustrates the PLL designed for 50Hz is 
working efficiently over a wide range of frequency. Hence, this scheme could be used for any 
standard grid frequency. 

 
4.2.3. Step Change in Phase Angle 

A step change in phase of 40is given to this harmonic rich input signal at 50Hz and the 
PLL is evaluated through simulation and experiment. The results for estimated Vd, drift in 
frequency and phase error are shown in Figure 14 (a) and (b). The estimation of phase angle 
occurs in 2.83 cycles. The peak phase overshoot is about 18.95 and peak frequency deviation 
is 4.25Hz. 

 
4.2.4. DC Offset 

A DC offset of 0.5Vis given to this harmonic rich input signal at 50Hz and the simulation 
and experimental responses of the PLL for estimated Vd, drift in frequency and phase error are 
shown in Figure 15 (a) and (b) respectively. There is no error in phase and frequency estimated 
by this PLL under steady state.  

 
4.3. Effect of Unmodelled Harmonics 
 A similar harmonic rich signal containing odd harmonics upto 25th with THD = 45.22% is 
fed to a composite observer modelled with DC and odd harmonics upto 15th.  The unmodelled 
harmonics (THD = 4.47%) present in the signal are 17th, 19th, 21st, 23rd and 25th of 2% each. 
The estimated parameters by the PLL under steady state is shown in Table 2 for two different 
pole locations of the observer with ‘a’ = 0.5 and 1. The results show that as ‘a’ reduces, the 
accuracy of the estimated parameters increases. This occurs with a compromise on speed of 
estimation. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 13. Simulation response of PLL on estimation of Vd, drift frequency and phase error for 
frequency chane in steps of 10Hz from 40Hz to 70Hz 
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Figure 14(a).Simulation response of PLL on 
estimation of Vd, drift in frequency and phase 
error when a step change in phase angle of 

40 occurs at t=0.2s 

 
 

Figure 14(b). Simulation response of PLL on 
estimation of Vd, drift in frequency and phase 

error when a step change in phase angle of 40 
occurs at t=0.2s 

 

 
Figure 15(a). Simulation response of PLL 
on estimation of Vd, drift in frequency and 
phase error when a harmonic rich signal is 
applied to composite observer based PLL 

for DC offset of 0.5V 

 
Figure 15(b). Simulation response of PLL on 
estimation of Vd, drift in frequency and phase 
error when a harmonic rich signal is applied to 
composite observer based PLL for DC offset of 

0.5V 
 
 

Table 2. Error in Estimated Parameters of Composite Observer Based PLL in Presence of 
Unmodelled Harmonics 

 Pole location with ‘a‘= 0.5 Pole location with ‘a’ = 1 
Peak Phase Error 0.006 0.015 
Peak Frequency Error 0.446mHz 1mHz 
Magnitude Error 0.33% 1.5% 

 
 
4.4. Performance of the PLL with a Slowly Drifting Frequency  

The voltage across a rectifier type capacitive nonlinear load (36 || 2200F) when 
connected to a grid of reduced voltage 90Vp-p through a 4mH inductor is used to validate the 
performance of the PLL. The third harmonic component is predominant (3.4%) along with DC 
(0.7%) and fundamental (100%) in this grid voltage having THD of 3.9%. The estimated 
magnitude, frequency and phaseof the gridvoltage with a simple observer and composite 
observer based PLL are shown in Figure 16 (a) and (b) respectively. When the actual grid 
frequency is drifting slowly from 50Hz, the estimated frequency from the simple observer based 
PLL is found to have ripples and estimated frequency by the composite observer modelled with 
m=0, 1 and 3 in the PLL is 50.04Hz. As the PLL is used to estimate the frequency by measuring 
voltage from the grid, this estimator could be modelled with the required number of blocks. 
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Figure 16(a). Experimental results of 
estimated voltage, frequency and when a real 

time grid voltage signal is applied to the 
simple observer based PLL 

 
 

Figure 16(b). Experimental results of estimated 
voltage, frequency and when a real time grid 

voltage signal is applied to the composite 
observer based PLL 

 
 
5. Conclusion 

In this paper a variable sampling period composite observer based PLL, estimating the 
parameter efficiently is discussed. The composite observer helps in choosing required number 
of harmonic blocks depending upon the harmonics present in the input signal. On-line 
estimation of the individual harmonic components can be estimated by this scheme. The 
transfer function model of the composite observer derived helps in analysing the scheme and 
tuning of the controller. The performance of this PLL in estimating the parameters is proved 
through the simulation and experimental studies by providing step change in magnitude, 
frequency, phase and DC offset in presence of harmonics. This PLL is working efficiently for 
wide range of frequency 40-70Hz. The effect of unmodelled harmonics with respect to pole 
location of the estimator is studied and is found to be very minimal for a sharper tuning, with a 
compromise on transient time. As this PLL is used to synchronize with the grid frequency, grid 
voltage is used to validate the scheme and is found that only DC, fundamental and third 
harmonic block are required for estimation. As the schememaintains constant number of 
samples per cycle for a drifting frequency, makes it suitable for power quality studies. 
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